The rigid body swing is an important problem for steel catenary risers (SCRs). In addition to many other important issues, the transverse flow direction response is studied in this paper. By extending the load terms of the large deflection slender beam equation, the load of suspension point in the z direction, Morison and rigid body swing are superimposed on the beam equation. On the basis of the above work, a Cable3d subroutine is written to complete the task. Then the structural response is simulated and verified by the Lissajous phenomenon and spectral phase analysis. On the basis of verification, the response is analyzed from an angle of three-dimensional space and the influence coefficient is adopted to evaluate the effect of rigid body swing. The importance of loads is determined by spectral analysis. Phase curve and the change of vibration direction are analyzed by higher orders of frequency. The results show the verification of Lissajous and spectral phase analysis are feasible. The analysis of the spatial response shows the vibration direction of the 140th node is in the same direction as the rigid body swing vector, so the interaction is relatively of more intensity and the influence coefficient is relatively larger. This influence interval of rigid body swing displacement statistical analysis is −0.02 to 0.02 and the effect is weak. The spectrum analysis indicates there is no resonance between the main load and the bending vibration, and the analysis also shows the main influence load of the transverse flow response in this paper is the top load in the z direction. According to phase analysis, the load has a high order effect on the spectral phase curve of the structure. This paper has drawn a conclusion that rigid body swing has limited effect on transverse flow response, however, it has a relatively strong impact on the middle region of the riser, so it plays an influential role on the safety of the riser to some extent. The key point for this paper is to provide qualitative standards for the verification of rigid body swing through Lissajous graphs, which are central factors to promote the development of rigid body swing. It is hoped that the above research can provide some reasonable suggestions for the transverse flow response simulation of the steel catenary riser.
Introduction
The development of offshore oil and gas exploration from shallow water to deep sea is promising at present. In recent years, with the rapid development of deep sea resource exploration, more stringent with different riser lengths during installation. The displacement of risers in the top zone and subsea trees were researched. The results show the method could solve this kind of installation problem.
In recent years, research has mainly focused on the response characteristics of risers. The influence of rigid body swing and other vibration models is important for the response, however, direct simulation of rigid body swing takes a long time and other programs cannot directly simulate this phenomenon. Therefore, research on the characteristics of transverse flow response is still insufficient. The interaction between the platform and the rigid body swing needs further study.
From the perspective of overall movement, the response and frequency along water depth are worth studying. The response characteristics of key nodes such as the top suspension point and bottom contact point are important. The influence of rigid body swing is also worth researching. From the perspective of the FFT analysis of risers, there are few studies on the phase curve. The load frequency in the phase curve is characterized by the phase cliff-break or rapid change. It can be used to distinguish the load frequency of the structure. The phase curve, should also not be neglected for the research.
This paper takes the Petrobras Marlim oil and gas field as the simulation model. The development mode includes the FPSO, steel catenary riser and underwater tree. Then a simplified Cable3D SCR model [10, 11] is established for Petrobras Marlim oil and gas field. The response is calculated under the action of linear waves and cross-flow loads on the platform. Ther rigid body swing without VIV is superimposed on the model. The rigid body swing is worthy of attention because of its effect on the transverse response. Then the characteristics of SCR with and without rigid body swing are analyzed. During the calculation and evaluation, the following problems need to be solved and studied:
(1) The structure is affected by the oscillating effect of rigid body swing. At present, commercial finite element programs cannot calculate it directly. The effect can be taken into account by a certain coefficient in engineering, but the coefficient still needs to be calculated and analyzed. ( 2) The actual SCR structure is subject to relatively more loads perpendicular to each other. VIV, represented by vertical lift and drag, is studied in depth. However, there are few studies for waves and the top platform, which are perpendicular to each other. Whether the Lissajous' Figure can be used as the mathematical validation is worthy of attention. (3) In the plane, the Lissajous' Figures with wave and load of suspension point in the z direction are presented. In space, the plane load has two characteristics: in-plane wave load and out-of-plane rigid body swing. (4) The structural response is affected by waves, top loads in the z direction, rigid body swing and natural vibration frequencies, but there is no simple formula for calculating the load frequency, especially the frequency of rigid body swing.
The response characteristics of steel catenary risers under rigid body swing and platform are studied. Through the above work, it is hoped to provide some reasonable suggestions for the research.
SCR Numerical Simulation Model

General Description of the Numerical Model
In this paper, a model consisting of a SCR large deflection slender beam module and a wave-load of suspension point in the z direction-rigid body swing module is developed. Based on Cable3D, the model can simulate wave loads, platform linear harmonic loads and SCR rigid body swing.
The Cable3D model [10] is developed to solve the complex response of steel catenary riser. Riser-platform, fluid-solid and pipe-soil interactions and the effect of rigid body swing are researched by the Cable3d software. The load model q as shown in Equation (4) is usually substituted by the subterm of SCR. These load subterms q integrated for the new complex phenomenon allow Cable3D to be further developed and extended. The integration model for simulation is shown in Figure 1 . In this paper, a SCR large deflection slender beam model is adopted to solve the structure response. It is subjected to wave loads and loads in the z direction of the suspension point. The rigid body swing is simulated by using the SCR rigid body swing model. phenomenon allow Cable3D to be further developed and extended. The integration model for simulation is shown in Figure 1 . In this paper, a SCR large deflection slender beam model is adopted to solve the structure response. It is subjected to wave loads and loads in the z direction of the suspension point. The rigid body swing is simulated by using the SCR rigid body swing model. 
Basic Control Equation of SCR Motion
The basic governing equations [10] of the riser motion range from the beam balance equation to the riser vibration equation. In this process, the control equation is obtained from the expressions of load and mass terms. The basic theory of SCR provides a basic solving model for solutions. Then the wave, load of suspension point in the z direction and rigid body swing can be solved in the equation. The calculation of load such as rigid body swing usually has an iterative process. The following steps are detailed. Figure 2 shows the coordinate system of the riser. The shape of beam is represented by a vector S which is a function of the length r and time t. where F is the internal force of the beam section, q is the distributed external force per unit length on the beam, ρ is the mass of beam per unit length, λ is the Lagrangian operator and B is the beam bending stiffness.
After substituting the equation F', the motion equation of the large-deflection slender beam is obtained. In this process, The Bernoulli-Euler theory is applied: Figure 1 . Process of the structural model.
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phenomenon allow Cable3D to be further developed and extended. The integration model for simulation is shown in Figure 1 . In this paper, a SCR large deflection slender beam model is adopted to solve the structure response. It is subjected to wave loads and loads in the z direction of the suspension point. The rigid body swing is simulated by using the SCR rigid body swing model. 
The basic governing equations [10] of the riser motion range from the beam balance equation to the riser vibration equation. In this process, the control equation is obtained from the expressions of load and mass terms. The basic theory of SCR provides a basic solving model for solutions. Then the wave, load of suspension point in the z direction and rigid body swing can be solved in the equation. The calculation of load such as rigid body swing usually has an iterative process. The following steps are detailed. Figure 2 shows the coordinate system of the riser. The shape of beam is represented by a vector S which is a function of the length r and time t. According to the conservation, moment, linear and angular of momentum theorem, the equilibrium equation can be obtained:
where F is the internal force of the beam section, q is the distributed external force per unit length on the beam, ρ is the mass of beam per unit length, λ is the Lagrangian operator and B is the beam bending stiffness.
After substituting the equation F', the motion equation of the large-deflection slender beam is obtained. In this process, The Bernoulli-Euler theory is applied: According to the conservation, moment, linear and angular of momentum theorem, the equilibrium equation can be obtained:
where F is the internal force of the beam section, q is the distributed external force per unit length on the beam, ρ is the mass of beam per unit length, λ is the Lagrangian operator and B is the beam bending stiffness. After substituting the equation F', the motion equation of the large-deflection slender beam is obtained. In this process, The Bernoulli-Euler theory is applied:
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After substituting the equation for the term q, the vibration control equation of the riser is obtained. In this process, the load calculation formula and vector transformation matrix are applied:
where M is the mass matrix, B is the stiffness matrix, q is the load matrix and λ is the Lagrangian operator. The above formula is the basis of the structural numerical simulation. The mass, load and Lagrange operators of the structure form the basic solution and the basis model of SCR is composed of gravity, inertial force, drag force and F-K force.
SCR Rigid Body Rotation Submodel
The motion equation model of rigid body swing is established to simulate the phenomena of the steel catenary riser. Because the rigid body swing model cannot be directly simulated in commercial softwares, Cable3D is relatively superior to other commercial softwares in rigid motion simulations. The model adopts the theorem of momentum to study the moment balance of the riser. The response is solved through coupling the load term with the vibration equation. Then the result is obtained for the structural response of the rigid body swing in the rotation plane. The practical significance of the model is in providing a solution for the rigid body swing phenomenon. Figure 3 shows the rigid body swing system caused by loads such as deep water waves, flows and others. Figure 4 shows a real system of FMC Technologies. The rotation vector is represented by S which is a function of the node coordinates.
2.3.SCR Rigid Body Rotation Submodel
The motion equation model of rigid body swing is established to simulate the phenomena of the steel catenary riser. Because the rigid body swing model cannot be directly simulated in commercial softwares, Cable3D is relatively superior to other commercial softwares in rigid motion simulations. The model adopts the theorem of momentum to study the moment balance of the riser. The response is solved through coupling the load term with the vibration equation. Then the result is obtained for the structural response of the rigid body swing in the rotation plane. The practical significance of the model is in providing a solution for the rigid body swing phenomenon. Figure 3 shows the rigid body swing system caused by loads such as deep water waves, flows and others. Figure 4 shows a real system of FMC Technologies. The rotation vector is represented by S which is a function of the node coordinates. 
Substituting Equation (5) into Equation (4) and rearranging yields:
where m, m a are the mass and additional mass per unit length of riser, c a is the additional damping coefficient per unit length. q x and q z are the environmental load acting on per unit length. a r , . a r ,
.. a r are the angular displacement, angular velocity, angular acceleration of rigid body rotation, s 1 , s 2 and s 3 are the projections of the radius S onto the axes x, y, z and ω 1 , ω 2 and ω 3 are the projections of the vector onto the axes x, y, z.
It is expressed as the coordinate component form: w r are the projection of displacement, velocity and acceleration on of rigid body swing projected on x, y, z.
Expand it to the following expression:
..
SCR Wave Load Submodel
The wave load submodel is to solve the wave load equation in deep sea with riser moving relative to the water particle. The model uses Morison's equation to study the relative load of the riser. The wave is calculated by a linear wave in deep water. The response of linear waves in deep water decreases as the depth increases. It is worth noting that this decreasing trend has a great influence on the trend of overall response. The loads such as waves and suspension point load in the z direction have the same trend.
Velocity potential is: In the wave model, the motion equation of SCR is:
where φ 0 is the velocity potential, u x is the horizontal velocity of a water particle, ∂u x /∂t is the horizontal acceleration, A is the wave amplitude, σ is the wave circular frequency, k is the wave number, ρ is the density, .
x is the velocity of the riser, D is the diameter, C D is the drag force coefficient, C M is the mass coefficient of mass and Cm is the additional mass coefficient.
SCR Load Submodel of Suspension Point in the z Direction
The main goal of load model in the z direction is to simulate the transverse load of the platform. The top load in the z direction is:
Considering the interaction between waves and solids, the top load submodel is:
where A is the load amplitude, k 1 is the adjustment coefficient, usually 1, and ω s is the load frequency. The top load submodel is an equation to solve the simulation of cross flow direction load of platform. It is worth noting that the two loads appear perpendicular to each other in space, and as the wave load moves along the x direction, and the top load is in the z direction. Two harmonic load oscillations perpendicular to each other will form a stable elliptic curve if the frequencies are close to each other. If the frequency is expressed as an integer ratio, it is called Lissajous' Figures [20, 21] .
Lissajous' Figures provide theoretical support for analysis and verification of the load response perpendicular to each other. Equation (18) and Equation (5) can be substituted into Equation (4) , and the control Equation (22) can be obtained:
where Q z is the top load in the z direction. For Equation (22), the effect of load frequency on the equation is the frequency input on the right side. The load term is related to frequency, amplitude and phase. Then the input of different frequencies, amplitudes and phases makes the response complex and random.
Boundary Constraints and Iteration Conditions
According to the hypothesis that small deformations are allowed, the following formula is obtained: The convergence criteria for the above solution is that the number of iterations is less than the allowed maximum number, or the difference between the two iterations is within the error range:
where n is the number of iterations, N max is the allowed maximum number of iterations, and eps n is the iterative error. Besides point A adopts an anchoring constraint, and the top suspension point O restrains the x and y directions. The load of the suspension point in the z direction (transverse flow direction) is added to the input file.
Summary of the Numerical Model
In this section, SCR and load numerical model are introduced. The SCR numerical model is a large deflection flexible beam model. The load numerical model introduces rigid body swing, load of suspension point in the z direction and wave model.
The Cable3D_Vswing program calculates the response under top load in the z direction, wave and rigid body swing. The difference between RT_CABLE [10] and Vswing is whether the top load in the z direction is considered or not. It is a key factor of the top load in the z direction for Vswing. The basic process mode of platform load includes the call of load function and the external input file.
This article adopts the method of external input file. Its biggest advantage is that it reduces the difficulty of load function fit. In addition, this paper promotes vector calculation from two-dimensional to three-dimensional, and this is a small improvement over the original RT_CABLE program.
The parameters and Verification for SCR Structure Simulation
The response of the SCR model in the cross-flow direction has been studied previously [10, 11] . After the wave in the x direction and load of suspension point in the z direction are applied to the structure it appears that the loads are perpendicular to each other in space. The influence of response is worth studying after superposition of the rigid body swing.
The structure is affected by the mutually perpendicular load effect and rigid body swing. The response changes as the water depth increases and the influence of rigid body swing is of concern. Flow and fluid-solid coupling are not considered in this paper.
In this section, the Cable3D program and the Cable3D_Vswing program are respectively used for our simulation [11] . The Cable3D_Vswing program is a modified version of the load term Qforce. The coupled program improves the model of wave, load of suspension point in the z direction and rigid body swing. Cable3D calculates the structural response under the influence of wave load in the x direction and top suspension point load in the z direction. Cable3D_Vswing is used to calculate the response under the influence of waves, load of the suspension point in the z direction and rigid body swing. The difference is whether the influence of rigid body swing is considered in the response.
The Parameters of the SCR Structure
The density of crude oil in the riser is 865 kg/m 3 and the density of sea water outside the pipe is 1025 kg/m 3 . The deep water linear wave is selected for calculation. The wave height is 3.5 m, period is 8.60 s, and the frequency is 0.11622 Hz. Petrobras Marlim, similar to the simulated structure, with a water depth of 1330 m, is connected to the undersea tree by pipelines. The development mode including SPAR, SCR and underwater tree is designed, with a SPAR draft of 153.169 m. It can accommodate eight top-tensioned risers. The SCR riser is suspended outside the soft cabin.
The design depth is 1100 m, the length of SCR is 2500 m, and the anchor point is 1800 m. The SCR adopts a five-layer structure from inside to outside. The different layers take corresponding roles respectively. The actual structure is exposed to dangerous conditions such as random response of the platform, waves and so on. In this paper, relatively simple conditions are selected for our simulation. The linear model is adopted for the seabed soil, without consideration of flow. Table 1 shows the layers of the SCR bonded riser. Table 2 lists the parameters of the bearing layer, and Table 3 shows the top linear load parameters under different conditions. RBS is a shortened form of Rigid Body Swing. ZDL is a shortened form of load of suspension point in the z direction. Four hundred 400 nodes, 399 beam elements and the three-time Hermite function are used to calculate the node response of SCR. The quadratic Hermite function is used to calculate different matrices. The matrices include the Lagrangian operator, mass, stiffness and external load matrix. The spring stiffness of the structural suspension point O and fixed point A is 0.1 × 10 12 Pa. The friction coefficient of the riser and seabed interaction is 0.2. The relaxation factor is 0.8 and the iteration error is 0.1 × 10 −5 . The number of iteration steps is 3600 and the calculation step is 0.1 s. Lift coefficient is 0.7, and drag force coefficient is 1.2. The mass coefficient is 1.0, and the hydrodynamic parameter is 0.355.
The wave load and the load of suspension point in the z direction make the structural response complex and random. Due to the action of water flow and waves, structural response of rigid body swing is complex and random. However, most finite element programs cannot directly calculate the rigid body swing. Therefore, in this paper the influence of rigid body swing is considered by a coefficient. The effect can be taken into account through multiplying the response under the main load by a coefficient.
In addition, the linear model is used for the load of suspension point in the z direction, which is suitable for better sea conditions, but not for worse ones. A linear model is adopted for waves, which is suitable for deep water, but not for inshore areas.
SCR Structural Lissajous Phenomenon and Verification
In real sea conditions, the load on the structure presents random characteristics and the response of random loads is shown in the perpendicular directions. This makes the response of the structure more intense or violent with random features, but there are also cases where the structure is subjected to simple loads. For example, the structure is subjected to waves, which adopt a deep water linear wave model, and the structure is also subjected to steady flow and the relatively stable movement of the platform, or if the structure is suspended on a fixed platform, the linear wave and steady flow in deep water models can be applied. In some of the above cases, the Lissajous phenomenon may also exist.
The Lissajous phenomenon of the SCR structure [20, 21] is generated or defined by simple harmonic oscillations. The oscillations are perpendicular to each other. A stable curve will form when the frequency is close to the integral ratio. In this paper, the wave load is along the x direction and the load of the suspension point is in the z direction, so they are perpendicular to each other in space.
The response curve of the structure caused by wave load lacks check rules or standards. Then the Lissajous curve can play a certain auxiliary role in the verification. The check condition is that loads are perpendicular to each other, and the frequency ratio is integer ratio. The reference [20, 21] can provide the curve to realize the verification:
(m 1 , m 2 -prime numbers), and the trajectory equation is:
The shape is determined by the amplitude ratio A 1 /A 2 , frequency ratio m 1 /m 2 and cos(m 1 ϕ 2 − m 2 ϕ 1).
In this paper, the wave load frequency in the x direction is 0.11622 Hz and the load frequency of the suspension point in the z direction in the condition C1 is 0.093 Hz. After the data has been processed, the top load in the z direction is 0.09 Hz and the wave is 0.12 Hz. The common factor is 0.03, and the frequency ratio is 3:4.
From the viewpoint of load, the structure is subjected to the x direction wave load and the load of the suspension point in the z direction. The wave and the top load in the z direction are perpendicular to each other, and the frequency ratio ranges from 3:4 to 4:5. Then the wave and top load in the z direction can be simply checked and compared with the Lissajous curve.
For working condition 1, this paper adopts the Cable3D calculation results to compare with Lissajous's figure. The z-x plane graphic response of the 10th-200th structure is studied. The structural response is shown in Figure 5 . The response of 10th and 140th structure is similar to that of the second picture in 3:4 of Figure 6 . The 80th and 200th response is similar to that of the fourth picture in 3:4 of Figure 6 . These figures are also more similar to a 4:5 ratio.
On the whole, the structural response conforms to the basic characteristics of a Lissajous curve. The z-x plane response of the structure presents a zonal track characteristic. It is consistent with the characteristics of the Lissajous curve with high phase. From the 10th to 200th response, the zonal track decays gradually from a more complete distribution into a disordered one.
The amplitudes of the response in the x direction and z direction decrease with depth. The amplitude is positively correlated with the weakening of the wave and load of the suspension point in the z direction with increasing depth. The degree of deformation is strengthened or intense. The similarity degree of the graph and standard curve is also weakened. This represents an increase in the complexity of the bottom motion as the water depth increases. After the superimposition of rigid body swing, the basic features of the graph remain unchanged. The graph is shifted downward in the x axis and to the right in the z axis. From the above phenomenon, the calculation of the structure can be verified.
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The response of a structure is usually a linear or nonlinear superposition of multiple load responses. Under the action of load, linear and nonlinear response curves are produced. The analysis of the load frequency can be helpful to the analysis of the main response. In this paper, the load frequency analysis is mainly to carry out with a FFT transformation which looks for the main frequency of the structure. The solution method and data of load frequency are different for verification. Under load excitation, the frequency of the structure subjected to wave load in the x direction is 0.11622 Hz. Under the action of the load of suspension point in the z direction, the structure frequency is 0.093 Hz-0.111 Hz. The first frequency of bending vibration is solved by the Vandiver method to 0.016 Hz. The vibration frequency of the rigid body swing is solved by Rayleigh method to 0.029 Hz [11] .
The Rayleigh method is shown in Equations (28)- (30):
Because T max = V max , then the frequency can be derived:
Bending vibration method for solving natural vibration frequency is:
The response spectrum of the SCR structure is calculated by the FFT method and the response graphs of the amplitude and phase of the structure are obtained. In the previous FFT transformation, less attention is paid to the phase, which makes the analysis of the main frequency of structure inadequate. This paper will supplement some advice for these analyses. The numerical comparison of frequencies is as follows: wave frequency > load frequency of suspension point in the z direction > rigid body swing frequency > structure bending frequency (1st).
The frequency comparison can determine the relationship between the load frequency and the natural frequency and it can determine whether resonance is generated. These data can also provide theoretical values for comparison and verification of the FFT frequencies. In addition, the FFT amplitude corresponding to structural frequency can be used to analyze the influence of various loads. The main frequency of the structure, which is obtained from the phase curve, is shown in Section 4.4.2. The frequency of the FFT analysis is in good agreement with the results of theoretical formula. Table 4 compares structural results of formula, FFT and literature [11] methods. RBS is the Rigid Body swing frequency and BV is the second-order frequency for Bending Vibration. ZDL is load frequency of the suspension point in the z direction. WAVE is the wave frequency. 
The Summary of Verification
The verification of rigid body swing is very difficult. In the existing literature [11] , there is an experimental method for verification. Due to its high cost and low effect of rigid body swing, it is sometimes difficult to capture the results satisfyingly. On the basis of the above, the z-x plane curve can be used for verification. Under the action of a specific frequency and amplitude, a curve can be formed to check by comparing the results with the Lissajous figures.
Response Analysis of the SCR Structure
General Description of Response
In the existing literature [22] , response research mainly focuses on the relationship between amplitude and frequency. Among them, the amplitude mainly studies whether the structural response changes suddenly and whether the vibration amplitude exceeds the limit or not. Frequency mainly studies whether the load frequency generates resonance with the natural frequency.
The basic formula for the displacement solution [10] is:
The above formula is a set of equations for the model of a large deflection slender beam. It is a basic equation to solve static and dynamic displacementz. The SCR static displacement equation is a simplified version of Equation (32). The simplified formula is an expression of space, independent of time, which is the basis of the calculation.
The static basic equation of a steel catenary riser is:
where u is the displacement and λ is the Lagrange operator. The basic dynamic equation of a steel catenary riser is:
The initial displacement, velocity, acceleration and Lagrange operator can be obtained by the static Equation (33). M (K) and q (K) can be obtained from the above Equation (34). The SCR displacement response calculation is based on the above solution.
SCR Three-Dimensional and Two-Dimensional Response Analysis
In this paper, SCR response analysis is carried out from three-dimensional analysis to one-dimensional analysis. The response characteristics of structural space are the main contents or emphases of this paper. The process from three dimensions to one represents the feature from integral, plane to one dimension. Under the action of wave and rigid body swing, the effect of load of suspension point in the z direction on structure has been studied. Figure 7 and Table 5 show the static location of different nodes.
The responses of the 10th, 80th, 140th and 200th nodes of the structure can be obtained. The three-dimensional figure without rigid body swing is obtained as shown in Figure 8 and the y-z plane diagram with and without rigid body swing is shown in Figure 9 .
The vertical coordinate is the y-axis which is connected to the z-axis, and the x-axis is perpendicular to the y-z plane in Figure 8 , which shows the three-dimensional response of non-rigid body swing under wave and load of suspension point in the z direction. Figure 9 shows a figure with or without rigid body swing in the y-z plane.
There is no obvious difference in shape or overall pattern between the two groups. This indicates that the influence of rigid body swing is weak. The y-z plane is a projection in the y (swaying or
vertical) and z (cross-flow) plane of the structure. There is no significant difference in the plane of vertical and cross flow direction (the rigid body swing plane). This means that when the structure is subjected to the load of the suspension point in the z direction there is no significant difference in the rotation plane. The influence of rigid body swing on the plane is weak. This point can be understood from the amplitude of rigid body swing and top load in the z direction. The top load in the z direction is applied by 3 m (platform response) with significant amplitude relative to the rigid body swing.
The time curve in the z direction is expressed graphically and gradually in the following Section 4.3. Under different conditions, the vibration decreases gradually in the transverse direction, however, it increases gradually in the vertical depth. The oscillation with a graphics like eight in the plane gradually decreases.
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The motion of the structure in the y-z plane presents a complicated state with the increase of water depth. The amplitude of oscillation attenuation of the top node is the greatest. The activity is the most intense near the top suspension point region of the 10th-80th nodes. As the water depth or the condition increases, the amplitude decreases, as shown in Figures 10 and 11 . The figures help to understand the response from a three-dimensional perspective. the condition increases, the amplitude decreases, as shown in Figures 10 and 11 . The figures help to understand the response from a three-dimensional perspective. 
Analysis of the z-Direction Response of the SCR Structure
SCR Response Analysis
For SCR, the above response characteristics in the y-z plane are the response characteristics of a rigid body swing plane. The calculation in the z direction is from an angle perpendicular to the x-y plane (riser bending plane). It is an indispensable part of the three-dimensional motion response. Its calculation is very important for the vibration system.
The calculation of the cross-flow response of thestructure includes VIV, cross-flow load, rigid body swing and so on. There are plenty of studies on structures with bending vibrations and vortex-induced vibrations, while the response research of the rigid body swing in the cross-flow direction is relatively less common. The responses of the 10th, 80th, 140th and 200th nodes in 
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For SCR, the above response characteristics in the y-z plane are the response characteristics of a rigid body swing plane. The calculation in the z direction is from an angle perpendicular to the x-y plane (riser bending plane). It is an indispensable part of the three-dimensional motion response. Its calculation is very important for the vibration system. The calculation of the cross-flow response of thestructure includes VIV, cross-flow load, rigid body swing and so on. There are plenty of studies on structures with bending vibrations and vortex-induced vibrations, while the response research of the rigid body swing in the cross-flow direction is relatively less common. The responses of the 10th, 80th, 140th and 200th nodes in condition 1 are shown in Figure 12 . The formula of the coefficients is as follows: 
Analysis of the z-Direction Response of the SCR Structure
SCR Response Analysis
where R cab is the structural response under waves and the load of the suspension point in the z direction, R csw is the structural response under the action of waves, top load in the z direction and rigid body swing, R wavew is the structural response under wave action, R rbs is the structural response under rigid body swing, R z is the structural response under the top load in the z direction, Inc is the growth rate and Rdt the relative reduction. Figure 12 shows the results of condition 1. The overall response of the structure is observed by selecting four nodes. A linear harmonic load from the z direction is imposed on the structure. The cross-flow extreme, balance position and standard deviation are shown in Tables 6 and 7 . They are on behalf of the vibration amplitude and intensity. This shows that the cross-flow maximum of structure decreases with depth under wave action and load of the suspension point in the z direction. The minimum value and standard deviation of the structural vibration are also decreasing. The main reason is that the wave velocity, etc. decreases with depth. As the water depth increases, the response of other particles produced by the top z-direction excitation decreases, therefore, the wave and top load in the z direction weaken the structural response.
Under the action of waves, load of the suspension point in the z direction and rigid body swing, the conclusion is similar to that of non-rigid body swing. The cross-flow response of condition 1 is shown in Tables 7 and 8 . As the depth increases, the cross-flow response decreases under the wave, top load in the z direction and rigid body swing influence. After superimposition of rigid body swing, the response's trend is similar to that under the action of waves and the top load in the z direction only. Then the structure is relatively weakly affected by rigid body swing.
The rigid body swing, wave and top action are considered as simply a linear superposition. The Figure 12 shows the results of condition 1. The overall response of the structure is observed by selecting four nodes. A linear harmonic load from the z direction is imposed on the structure. The cross-flow extreme, balance position and standard deviation are shown in Tables 6 and 7 . They are on behalf of the vibration amplitude and intensity. This shows that the cross-flow maximum of structure decreases with depth under wave action and load of the suspension point in the z direction. The minimum value and standard deviation of the structural vibration are also decreasing. The main reason is that the wave velocity, etc. decreases with depth. As the water depth increases, the response of other particles produced by the top z-direction excitation decreases, therefore, the wave and top load in the z direction weaken the structural response.
The rigid body swing, wave and top action are considered as simply a linear superposition. The maximum growth rates of 10th-200th nodes are −0.01%, −0.53%, −1.12% and −0.26%, respectively, as shown in Tables 7 and 8 . By comparing condition 2 and 3, there is maximum superposition of 1.78%. The response of the touch down point and suspension point are weakened under the rigid body swing. For the 140th node the influence of vibration is in a range of −1.5% to 2.0%. Vibration in a certain range represents the phase difference between wave, linear load of the suspension point in the z direction and rigid body swing. However, the effect of rigid body swing first increases and then decreases with depth. It is positively correlated to vector S. The rest of the conditions are similar, as shown in Tables 7 and 8 . Figure 13 shows the variation of the 10th-200th nodes with different conditions. The results show the response of structure decreases when the amplitude of the top load in the z direction decreases. With the increase of water depth, the displacement of each node decreases relative to the response of the top node. The attenuation of the 10th-80th nodes is more intense, and the attenuation is weaker after the 80th, as shown in Tables 9 and 10. Figure 13 The influence coefficient ranges from −0.02 to 0.02, as shown in Figure 14a . The influences of rigid body swing on different extreme conditions are statistically analyzed. The maximum is 0.66% at the 140 th node. To some extent, if the rigid body swing cannot be calculated, it is appropriate to use The influence coefficient ranges from −0.02 to 0.02, as shown in Figure 14a . The influences of rigid body swing on different extreme conditions are statistically analyzed. The maximum is 0.66% at the 140th node. To some extent, if the rigid body swing cannot be calculated, it is appropriate to use a response times 1.02 for the effect of rigid body swing. Figure 14b-d show that with the increase of nodes in each condition, the top region displays the maximum response and the displacement gradually weakens for conditions 1-3. This trend is similar to the change trend of wave loads. The oscillation of the load of suspension point in the z direction decreases with the depth of the water. Tthe pendulum of Equation (8) can explain the trend in a simple way. This tendency of decrease with depth can also be used as part of the verification for calculations. Tthe pendulum of Equation (8) can explain the trend in a simple way. This tendency of decrease with depth can also be used as part of the verification for calculations. The normalization value of Tables 9 and 10 can directly obtain the response coefficient of each condition relative to condition 1. This coefficient can explain why the response variation is more influenced by condition amplitude. The structural response decreases by 20-30% when the amplitude of structural condition decreases by 50%.
Response Analysis of the Top Suspension Point of the SCR Structure
The top suspension point of the SCR has a larger response amplitude in this paper. It belongs to the structural danger area, which should be studied further [22] . The 10th node presents the Lissajous phenomenon in the z-x plane when the frequency ratio is 3:4 in Figure 6 . Figures 8 and 9 show that the oscillation in the y-z plane is in a narrow range. The maximum fluctuation standard deviation and reduction with the depth is shown in Tables 9 and 10 . The reason is that there is a maximum of wave and top load in the z direction in the top suspension point area. In addition, the response decreases fastest in that region, then it becomes more dangerous.
On the above basis, this paper carried out the spectral analysis, and the results are shown in Table 11 and Figure 15 . The response presents a unimodal state. The spectral peak corresponds to load frequency of suspension point in the z direction. The structural response presents a forced The normalization value of Tables 9 and 10 can directly obtain the response coefficient of each condition relative to condition 1. This coefficient can explain why the response variation is more influenced by condition amplitude. The structural response decreases by 20-30% when the amplitude of structural condition decreases by 50%.
On the above basis, this paper carried out the spectral analysis, and the results are shown in Table 11 and Figure 15 . The response presents a unimodal state. The spectral peak corresponds to load frequency of suspension point in the z direction. The structural response presents a forced motion. As the frequency increases, the spectral peak of the structure decreases. The main reason is that the amplitude of the motion is decreasing. The spectral peak has increased in condition 1. However, it decreases in condition 2-3 after superimposition of the rigid body swing, as shown in Table 11 . 
Spectral Analysis
Basic Theory of FFT Calculation
FFT [11] is a transformation from the response signal with time to the response signal with frequency. FFT is also used to calculate the spectral curve of the structure in this paper. In this process, the main frequency and influence frequency can be obtained by the spectral analysis. In addition, the response of the structure includes amplitude and phase. The main frequency and the influence frequency can be obtained by the amplitude curve of the structure. They can also be obtained by the phase curve of the structure. In this paper, the phase curve is more accurate to obtain them: 
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FFT [11] is a transformation from the response signal with time to the response signal with frequency. FFT is also used to calculate the spectral curve of the structure in this paper. In this process, the main frequency and influence frequency can be obtained by the spectral analysis. In addition, the response of the structure includes amplitude and phase. The main frequency and the influence frequency can be obtained by the amplitude curve of the structure. They can also be obtained by the phase curve of the structure. In this paper, the phase curve is more accurate to obtain them:
where F n is the discrete transform (DFT), N is the calculated length and x i is the sequence. The phase and amplitude of the single side spectrum (i = 0 − n/2) are shown in the formula. The window function is calculated by rectangle. Spectrum analysis is rearranged to reduce leakage and the normalization method of the spectral density is the Mean Square Amplitude (MSA) method.
Analysis of Structural Main Frequency and the Influence Frequency
The frequency of the structure can be obtained by spectral analysis. The variation of the main frequency with water depth is studied. The influences of rigid body swing and the load of the suspension point in the z direction on the main frequency are analyzed. The main frequency is the dotted line position of the amplitude-phase diagram for the 10th-200th nodes in Figure 16 . RBS is a shortened form of the rigid body swing. BV is a shortened form of the bending vibration. ZDL is a shortened form of the top load in the z direction. WAVE is a shortened form of wave action. These frequencies have been expressed in Section 3.2.
The amplitude frequency curve of the structural response is difficult to resolve due to the small impact. However, good resolution is obtained in the phase frequency curve. This can be used to judge and check the influence frequency. From the amplitude and phase curve of the structure, the main frequency of the structure is the load frequency of the suspension point in the z direction. The main frequency shows a cliff-edge or rapid change of the phase on the phase curve, but it turns into a peak on the amplitude curve.
Structural frequencies and amplitudes are shown in Tables 12 and 13 . The FFT calculation frequency is close to the theoretical value. The importance of load can be obtained from a percentage comparison relative to the total frequency's amplitude, as shown in Table 13 . From the top to the bottom, the bending vibration and waves have limited effects on the frequency. Rigid body swing has little effect on the frequency and increases with water depth, as shown in Table 13 . shortened form of the top load in the z direction. WAVE is a shortened form of wave action. These frequencies have been expressed in Section 3.2.
Structural frequencies and amplitudes are shown in Tables 12 and 13 . The FFT calculation frequency is close to the theoretical value. The importance of load can be obtained from a percentage comparison relative to the total frequency's amplitude, as shown in Table 13 . From the top to the bottom, the bending vibration and waves have limited effects on the frequency. Rigid body swing has little effect on the frequency and increases with water depth, as shown in Table 13 . 
Analysis of the Structural Main Frequency
The frequency response of the 10th-200th nodes in Figure 17 is obtained through the spectrum analysis of condition 1. Tables 14 and 15 are the main frequency of the structure in different conditions. In terms of the main frequency, the x values are 0.092991 Hz, 0.100990 Hz and 0.110989 Hz. The numerical value is close to the load frequency of the suspension point in the z direction of the structure. The frequency of the external load is the same as the response frequency, which is a forced motion. After the superposition of rigid body swing, the main frequency of the structure is still same. It means that the rigid body swing has no obvious influence on the main frequency.
From the main frequency amplitude of the structure, the Y value (spectral amplitude) is studied. The spectral amplitude decreases as the node number increases. The maximum reduction is 40-60% in the top area, as shown in Table 14 . As the water depth increases, it decreases first and then increases after reaching the minimum value at the 140th node. The effect does not change significantly after superimposition of rigid body swing. After superimposition of rigid body swing, the maximum impact is about −0.2% in bottom area, as shown in Table 15 . At the 140th node, main frequency decreases the least with depth. The rigid body swing makes the main frequency amplitude of structure increase slightly. Then the main frequency amplitude of the structure is normalized. The amplitude of structure decreases gradually with the conditions, as shown in Table 15 . The main frequency amplitude represents the energy of the response of the structure. The main frequency is strongly affected by the decrease of amplitude of conditions. analysis of condition 1. Tables 14 and 15 are the main frequency of the structure in different conditions. In terms of the main frequency, the x values are 0.092991 Hz, 0.100990 Hz and 0.110989 Hz. The numerical value is close to the load frequency of the suspension point in the z direction of the structure. The frequency of the external load is the same as the response frequency, which is a forced motion. After the superposition of rigid body swing, the main frequency of the structure is still same. It means that the rigid body swing has no obvious influence on the main frequency. From the main frequency amplitude of the structure, the Y value (spectral amplitude) is studied. The spectral amplitude decreases as the node number increases. The maximum reduction is 40-60% in the top area, as shown in Table 14 . As the water depth increases, it decreases first and then increases after reaching the minimum value at the 140 th node. The effect does not change significantly after superimposition of rigid body swing. After superimposition of rigid body swing, the maximum 
Analysis of the Structural Phase Response
The main frequency and other frequencies of the structure are usually obtained by a frequency amplitude graph. The phase diagram has a relatively obvious relations with the frequency which is a good complement to the amplitude analysis in this paper.
The influence of structural frequency can be obtained by analyzing the phase of the 10th-200th nodes in Figure 18 
The Summary of Response Analysis
In terms of the overall spatial motion, the structure is affected by the mutual loads perpendicular to each other. The response is gradually complicated along with the water depth. The characteristics of oscillations with or without rigid body are studied in this paper. The main frequency and other frequencies are obtained by a frequency amplitude graph. The phase diagram 
In terms of the overall spatial motion, the structure is affected by the mutual loads perpendicular to each other. The response is gradually complicated along with the water depth. The characteristics of oscillations with or without rigid body are studied in this paper. The main frequency and other frequencies are obtained by a frequency amplitude graph. The phase diagram has a relatively obvious resolution to frequency and it is a good complement to the response analysis.
Conclusions
Based on the analysis of vibration theory, a SCR model is simulated and analyzed for the rigid body swing's influence. The characteristics of oscillations caused by water depth and with rigid body swing are researched in this paper. The spectrum amplitude and phase are adopted for analysis of main frequency. The main conclusions of this work are as follows:
(1) Program for rigid body swingares few and their iteration is relatively complex. For structural design it is relatively appropriate to consider the influence of rigid body swing by multiplying the response of the main load by a coefficient. According to the statistics of multiple conditions described in this paper, the influence coefficient range of displacement is −0.02-0.02 and the influence coefficient range of the main frequency amplitude is −0.007-0.002. (2) Waves are perpendicular to the rigid body swing and load of the suspension point in the z direction in this paper. The analysis of the Lissajous curve for qualitative verification and spectral phase for quantitative verification together can provide a relatively good verification for the rigid body swing. (3) In terms of overall spatial movement, the response is gradually complicated along the depth.
The motion response varies from the yz plane at the 10th node to the zx plane at the 200th.There is a rotation around the z axis in this process. There are phase differences between rigid body swing, wave and the load of the suspension point in the z direction. The structural response is related to the conditions and its trend is relatively uncertain. As an influencing term, the effect of rigid body swing with depth displays a positive linear correlation with the diameter vector S. The response and main frequency have different attenuations at different nodes with depth. The response of the topside 10th-80th region has a sharp decrease, while the response of the 80th-bottom region has a smaller decrease. The response of nodes shows a strong positive correlation with the load of suspension point in the z direction. And it is a forced motion. For the response in top region, it poses a threat to the SCR as a whole for its large amplitude, fast attenuation and strong intensity plane vibration. (4) In terms of frequency analysis, the result of the rigid body swing frequency solved by the Rayleigh method and the natural frequency of the bending vibration solved by the simply supported beam method are close to that of the FFT transformation. This can relatively meet the requirements of verification for further research. After a spectrum analysis, the results reveal that the load frequency of the suspension point in the z direction is the main frequency. In addition, the main load frequencies of the structure do not resonate with the frequency of the bending vibration. For phase analysis, the trajectory curve under load changes, and the phase curve will show a cliff or rapid change. On the contrary, this kind of variation can distinguish structural load frequencies well. In terms of deficiencies and prospects of this work, there is no real platform load and nonlinear calculation such as random wave. It is still necessary to continue to research the influence in a more realistic environment.
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